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Wine Dispenser Machines

An all-in-one system to elevate your wine by the glass program and experience.
COMPARE WINE DISPENSERS
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WINE DISPENSING MACHINES
WineEmotionUSA is the Wine Dispenser distributor for WineEmotion™ in the United States.  The WineEmotion wine dispenser is hand crafted with the highest quality American engineered components, making it undisputedly the best wine dispenser on the market. Our innovation of wine preservation systems is evidenced by our reputation as the manufacturer of choice for commercial clients. 
Each wine dispensing machine is produced in stainless steel with features such as ambient lighting and a temperature range control panel for your wine bottles at the touch of a button. Food-grade argon gas is used to deliver advanced wine preservation. 

 



SELF SERVE FOR CUSTOMERS
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BACK BAR FOR STAFF USE
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"Pro" Models

8 Bottle Wine Dispenser
4 Bottle Wine Dispenser


"Easy" Models

8 Bottle Wine Dispenser
4 Bottle Wine Dispenser




LIQUOR DISPENSER MACHINE

[image: Whiskey Dispenser]WineEmotion Bartender

SPIRITS System for Whiskey, Bourbon, Gin, Tequila, etc.



COMMERCIAL WINE DISPENSERS
A Wineemotion commercial wine dispenser is a dynamic tool to grow wine sales and increase revenue through larger purchases. In a bar or restaurant setting, our wine dispensers provide the ability to create and promote a 360-degree wine program and to sell more premium, vintage and reserve bottle wine in new ways: taste, half-glass or flights, and full glass.

A self-serve bottle wine dispenser is the perfect solution to implement a taste-before-you-buy program to help market and sell more wine bottles. Our clients continue to benefit from a high ROI and an average of 40% increase in wine sales when adding a Wineemotion wine dispsenser machine.

COMMERCIAL WINE DISPENSERS
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a wine preservation system to eliminate losses
Improve your bottom line instantly with Wineemotion wine preservation systems by cutting losses from wine spoilage, staff over-pouring, and theft.
These losses alone can diminish your profits by 20% or more! Wineemotion’s precise portion control and 30+ day advanced wine preservation not only eliminates waste, but also ensures consistent pours, improves the speed of service while eliminating the risk of contamination between staff and wine.

WINE PRESERVATION SYSTEM



WINE BY THE GLASS TO ELEVATE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Wine by the glass  can be delivered by staff-service or self-service with our wine card-based system with push button controls and menu features to control the dispensing of the drink. Wineemotion’s wine dispensing systems are a tangible sales & marketing tool to showcase and serve a variety of items at the perfect temperatures and freshness to satisfy even the most sophisticated palate. 

Whether you choose a four bottle wine dispenser or one of our larger units, they all come with the same top of the line technology features. Our intelligent, intuitive and connected WineIDEA software  offers an open API that enables integrations with other systems including POS, Hotel Room Keys, RFID, Barcode readers and many more custom products for your business.

WINE BY THE GLASS
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A Unique Tasting Experience With A Whiskey Dispenser
Wineemotion whiskey dispensers are proven to generate a passionate tasting experience for new or returning customers.
Your patrons can freely enjoy a wide selection of spirits and whiskeys by the ounce, giving them a chance to try new labels. This creates lasting memories, likely to entice repeat business, making your establishment more memorable.

As an operator, wave goodbye to draining profits from whiskey spoilage or heavy-handed pours. Plus, servers spend less time pouring and serving, and more time providing excellent customer service.

WHISKEY DISPENSER



THE WINEEMOTION ADVANTAGE: AN ADVANCED WINE DISPENSING MACHINE


ADVANCED WINE PRESERVATION
State-of-the-art cooling technology engineered to use Argon gas to preserve the organoleptic characteristics of every wine such color, flavor, consistency and aroma for 30 days.

The Perfect Serve
Optimize the way you serve wine at the optimal temperature. Our portion control dispensing system ensures precision with consistent pours, and eliminates cross-contamination between staff and wine.

Sleek Design
Designed to showcase your wine by the glass program, a Wineemotion bottle wine dispenser is proven to generate buzz and attract customer’s attention in any setting. Visit our product detail pages.
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High ROI
The perfect tool to grow and elevate your wine by the glass program. Wineemotion is a dynamic, commercial-grade wine dispenser system developed to sell more wine while cutting overhead costs like theft and labor.

Ease of Operation
Convenience, with less moving parts than any other system, quickly replace bottles in less than 20 seconds to optimize the productivity of your staff and always be ready to serve your next customer.

Integrated
Our intelligent, intuitive and technology connected WineIDEA software offers an open API that enables us to integrate with other bottle wine dispenser systems. Control panel integrations include: POS, PMS, Hotel Room Keys, RFID, Barcode readers and many more solutions.





BACKED BY EXPERIENCE SERVING THE UNITED STATES SINCE 2003
GET A QUOTE

WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING

		
The technology is incredibly amazing! I just had my biggest one day in sales in two years, and I handled it myself thanks to Wineemotion. It was one of the best decisions I made at the winery!”
Marlowe Huber  |  Owner & Winemaker  
Laguna Canyon Winery 


The system has been a blessing! Our wine sales have increased by 50% since we have started using the WineEmotions System! Being able to offer and preserve a variety of wines from $20 a bottle to $600 a bottle has allowed us to diversify our by the glass pours and give our clientele the opportunity to experience to joy of wine without breaking the bank!
Melissa Ciambrone | Food and Beverage Director

The Grand Resort


Our guests absolutely love our dispensers. Thank you to the Wineemotion team for an easy purchase, installation, and professional ongoing support.
Donovan Jago  |  Owner
Nordic Inn


We have two machines already and are ordering our 3rd as we speak. Great service and our machines are a big hit in our restaurants.
Matt Moore |  General Manager

Vigilucci’s Restaurant Group 
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PROUDLY SERVING
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Call Today for Pricing or Product Recommendations On Any of Our Top Rated Commercial Equipment.
Models in each product class have a number of options from which you can make your choice.

(407) 420-8006
GET A QUOTE
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(407) 420-8006
1-800-671-3317 (toll free)



Wineemotion USA
8810 Commodity Circle Suite 2
Orlando, FL 32819
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